SHIELDING GARMENTS
SILVERELL® HOODIE

BROWNELL™
HOODIE

Cozy, Soft, and Discrete

Same great shielding
and softness, as
Silverell Hoodie

Prefer a shielding garment that
no one will notice? This typical
looking hoodie sweat shirt does
the trick for the upper body
and head! Made from very
comfortable Nylon, Modal +
Silver and tested to 90% RF
attenuation
over
the
frequency range from 1 GHz
to 8 GHz. In addition, the
high conductivity of silver
causes Silverell to have antistatic behavior,
plays an important role in minimizing body
odor, and has a strong inhibitory effect on
the growth of bacteria (actually acts as an
antiseptic!). Loose fitting pullover style, not
gathered at cuffs and without a drawstring
for the hood. Light weight gray fabric. Wash
in cold water, delicate cycle, line dry. No
bleach. Suitable for both men and women.
Fabric will pill if used as an outer garment.
Specify size: S, M, L, XL

But this one is
brown, with cuffed
sleeves and no front
pocket.
Size Sleeve Chest

S
M
L
XL

Sleeve

Chest

Cat. #

Price

S
M
L
XL

32”
33½”
35”
36”

34”
38”
42”
46”

#N263-S

$129.95
$139.95
$149.95
$159.95

#N263-M
#N263-L
#N263-XL

RF Shielding for Legs and Pelvis
When boxers are not enough
coverage,
these
very
soft,
stretchy lounging pants offer
radiofrequency shielding to
the whole leg. Loose fitting,
also great as pajamas or
under standard pants. Made
from our washable Silverell
fabric (same as Hoodies) to
achieve 20-40 dB attenuation
(depending on frequency).
Straight hem on cuff. 1”
elastic on the waist. No fly in
front. Appropriate for both men and women.

Esmog Pants:
Waist Inseam
(inch)
(inch)
Small
30
30
Medium
32
31
Large
34
32
X-Large

36

33

Cat. #

Price

N267-S
N267-M
N267-L

102.26
111.26
121.88
N267-XL 127.26

Toll free in USA: 1-888-537-7363
International: +1-518-608-6479

Cat. #

Price

#N262-S
#N262-M
#N262-L
#N262-XL

$129.95
$139.95
$149.95
$159.95

The Finger Faraday Cage!
For those of
you
who
experience
(or want to
prevent) ES
symptoms in
your hands
when using
a computer
keyboard,
laptop, cell phone or other electronic
devices, these gloves form a conductive
enclosure
and
effectively
shield
radiowaves and electric fields. Soft, light
weight, with ribbed cuff, and offering
good tactile sensitivity. Polyester fiber is
twisted with pure Silver fibers, then knit
into a stretchy glove shape in basic gray
color. Each glove has a 1.7 mm snap for
a ground cord. Fully hand washable and
tested for 50 cycles with no appreciable
loss of conductivity. All fibers are
conductive, achieving resistivity of less
than 10 Ohm/sq. These gloves are also
used in industry for static control when
working with delicate static sensitive
components and can even be used for
TENS applications. Grounding is not
necessary for Faraday Cage shielding
effect, but is necessary for static
control. Also useful on touch screens
like an iGlove. We do not have the
ground cord which fits this snap on
these gloves.
Shielded Gloves:
Child Size (Cat. #N351-c) .. $16.95
Adult Size (Cat. #N351-a) . $16.95

ESMOG PANTS

Size

34”
38”
42”
46”

SHIELDED GLOVES

Silverell® Hoodie
Size

32”
33½”
35”
36”
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